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Abstract—The increasing integration of distributed energy
resources (DERs) calls for new planning and operational tools
in the distribution grids to ensure stability and sustainability.
The current system planning and operation usually depend on
the knowledge of the system model, in particular, the topology
and line parameters. However, such system information may be
missing or inaccurate in distribution grids, leading to difficulties
in calculating DER’s locational benefits and planning DER’s
growth. While the data-driven joint estimation of the topology
and the line parameters under noiseless scenario can be achieved
by solving a linear system of equations, the problem under noisy
scenario is hard. This is because noises appear in both the
input measurements (e.g., voltage magnitude and phase angle)
and output measurements (e.g., active and reactive power). To
solve this problem with accurate modeling, we propose the error-
in-variables (EIV) model in a maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) problem. While directly solving the problem is NP-hard,
we adapt the problem into a generalized low-rank approximation
problem via variable transformation and noise decorrelation.
Interestingly, the new problem has a closed form solution while
being non-convex. We demonstrate the superior performance in
accuracy for our method on IEEE test cases with actual feeder
data from South California Edison. Notably, our parameter
estimation is highly accurate even without topology information.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric grids are undergoing a profound revolution towards
a more sustainable system. Renewables and other distributed
energy resources (DERs) are expected to supply more than
50% of electricity demand by 2050 in various parts of the
world [1], [2]. While adding new capabilities, DER penetration
raises significant concern about the resilience of power grids,
especially in distribution grids. This is because DERs create
two-way power flows, which negatively impact the stability
of the distribution grids. Therefore, efficient planning and
operational tools are needed for DERs in distribution grids.

Unfortunately, the prerequisite of such planning and op-
erational tools may not be satisfied in current distribution
grids. Different from transmission grids, where the topologies
and line parameters are regularly measured and verified, such
system information in distribution grids can be inaccurate or
even unavailable. This is because the line parameter profiles
in distribution grids are only available from grid planning files
and the nameplate values, which are likely to be outdated. For
example, many substation engineers find it hard to construct
the admittance matrix when using distribution management
systems, such as CYME [3]. Furthermore, in many secondary
distribution grids, the topology information is frequently miss-
ing. Finally, the measurement and verification tools are limited

Fig. 1: Illustration of distribution grids with topology and line
parameter uncertainties.

in distribution grids, making the system operators hard to
track the updates of the line connections, e.g., the real-time
switches in distribution grids. Therefore, many distribution
grids behave like Fig. 1, where the gray boxes represent
incomplete system information. Without accurate topology and
line parameters, real-time monitoring and operational planning
are hard to achieve for deep DER integration. Therefore,
distribution grid system operators need new tools for the
estimation of topologies and line parameters.

Fortunately, the ongoing deployment of advanced metering
infrastructures (AMIs) and micro-phasor measurement unit
(µPMU)-type of sensors in distribution grids brings abundant
data for topology and line parameter estimation. For exam-
ple, [4]–[6] use such a data-driven idea. But, they incorrectly
assume that line measurements are always available. While [5]
does not have this drawback, it erroneously ignores the noise in
the modeling step. [7] only considers the output measurement
error. [8], [9] correctly consider both input and output mea-
surement errors, however, they neglect the interaction between
the nonlinear power flow equation and the measurement errors.

To accurately model the input-output error and the non-
linear power flow equation, we employ the error-in-variables
(EIV) model in a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) prob-
lem. While the problem is NP-hard, we observe the special
structure of the power flow equation, transform variables, and
linearize the power flow equation at the operating point. As
a result, a generalized low-rank approximation problem is
obtained [10]. Interestingly, this new problem has a closed-
form solution though it is still non-convex. Finally, we show
that there is an efficient algorithm with a guaranteed bound
for our joint topology and line parameter estimation.
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In summary, our proposed approach has several attractive
properties: 1) the parameter estimation does not require the
topology information, which is a pre-requisite for transmission
grid parameter estimation [11]; 2) the topology estimation can
be easily inferred along the parameter estimation; and 3) the
solution accuracy is with a theoretical guarantee.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides the problem formulation. Section III derives joint
topology and line parameter estimation. Section IV numeri-
cally demonstrates the superior performance of the proposed
method, and Section V concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM MODELING AND FORMULATION

AMIs and smart meters provide real/reactive power injec-
tions (p, q) and voltage magnitude measurements |v|. µPMU-
type of measurements can provide voltage phasor information
θ. If there is no noise, p, q, |v|, and θ can be linked with the
admittance matrix through the power flow equation:

pi =
n!

k=1

|vi||vk|(Gik cos θik +Bik sin θik), (1a)

qi =
n!

k=1

|vi||vk|(Gik sin θik − Bik cos θik), (1b)

where i = 1, · · · , n. pi and qi are the real and reactive power
injection at bus i, G and B are the real and imaginary parts
of the admittance matrix. |vi| is the voltage magnitude at bus
i and θik is the phase angle difference between bus i and k.

For parameter estimation, if we directly estimate G and B,
there may be overfitting because of ignoring the symmetric
structure of G and B and the relationships between the G and
B’s diagonal terms and off-diagonal terms. To avoid overfit-
ting, we breakdown G and B to estimate the line conductance
g and susceptance b directly. Since the shunt resistance in
distribution grid could be neglected, we can express Gij and
Bij as a function of the line parameters g and b, where gi
and bi are the i-th branch’s conductance and susceptance,
i = 1, · · · ,m. m is the number of possible branches. For
example, if branch i connects bus j and k, Gjk = Gkj = −gi.
Also if j-th bus’ neighbors are bus k1, · · · , kl, and its all
associated branches are branch i1, · · · , il, then the diagonal
term Gjj =

"l
τ=1 giτ and Gjkτ = −giτ . To avoid complex

notations, we use v to represent |v| without lose of generality.
With the relationships discussed above, the power flow

equations with respect to line parameters are:

pi =
m!

j=1

gj |sji|
#
v2i − vuj1vuj2 cos(sji(θuj1 − θuj2))

$

− bj |sji|vuj1vuj2 sin
#
sji(θuj1 − θuj2)

$
,

(2a)

qi =
m!

j=1

bj |sji|
#
vuj1vuj2 cos(sji(θuj1 − θuj2)) − v2i

$

− gj |sji|vuj1vuj2 sin
#
sji(θuj1 − θuj2)

$
.

(2b)

S ∈ Rm×n is the incidence matrix, e.g., sij ∈ {1,−1, 0},
represents the ith branch leaves, enters or separates from j-th

bus. U ∈ Rm×2 is another indexing matrix with ui1 and ui2

being the “from” and “to” bus number of the i-th branch.
After explicitly defining (2), the data-driven joint topology

and line parameter estimation problem is:
Given: the historical data of P = (p1, · · · ,pT ), Q =

(q1, · · · , qT ), V = (v1, · · · ,vT ), and Θ = (θ1, · · · ,θT );
Find: the best estimates of %g and %b; and identify the topology
based on the estimated line parameters.

III. JOINT TOPOLOGY AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

In the noiseless case, the elements of measurement matrices
P , Q, V , and Θ follow the power flow equations (2) exactly.
Therefore, one can find the line parameters g and b by solving
the linear system in (2). However, measurement errors are
practically unavoidable. To estimate g and b with noises, a
new statistical model is needed. For example, the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) criteria can be used for line
parameter estimation:

{%g,%b}=argmax P (P,Q, V,Θ| %P , %Q, %V , %Θ, ), (3a)
subject to (2). (3b)

Different from typical models for MLE with measurement
noise on output variable only, the underlining model in (3)
has noises on both output variables (P,Q) and input variables
(V,Θ). This fact makes the MLE-based parameter estimation
problem NP-hard to solve.

Recall that if the measurement noise solely comes from the
dependent variable y, the relationship between the measure-
ments y and the state x is:

y − ϵy = y⋆ = f(x; g, b), (4)

where f : Rn → R is the mapping between the state x and
the true measurement y⋆. If f is linear, the solution to such
an MLE problem has a closed-form (Least-Squares) solution:
(g⋆

LS, b
⋆
LS) := (XTX)−1XTy.

However, as the state is also measured for parameter esti-
mation, the noise is unavoidable, e.g., the PMUs’ calibration
error. Therefore, (4) turns to:

y − ϵy = f(x − ϵx; g, b). (5)

Therefore, the MLE problem becomes:

{%g,%b}=argmax logP (X,y| %X, %y), (6a)
subject to (5). (6b)

Solving (6) is difficult due to the nonlinear (5).
However, when the measurement noise is i.i.d. Gaussian

distributed, and the mapping f is linear, a mature technique
called low-rank approximation can be used [10]. In particular,
the log of the probability density function for i.i.d. Gaus-
sian variables is the sum of the measurement error squares.
Therefore, maximizing the log likelihood is equivalent to
minimizing the sum of the element-wise squares of the matrix
[X,y] − [ %X, %y], which is the Frobenius norm. In addition to
objective transformation, the constraint could be transformed
from %y = [gT , bT ]%x to [ %X, %y][g; b;−1] = 0, meaning [ %X, %y] is
rank deficient and [g; b;−1] lies in the null space. Therefore,
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we can reformulate the parameter estimation problem with
measurement errors in both input and output as a low-rank
approximation problem, for a linear system, as:

min
!X,!y

∥[X,y] − [ %X, %y]∥2F , (7a)

subject to Rank([ %X, %y]) < n+ 1. (7b)

If the sample matrix [X,y] is full rank, (7) has a closed form
solution, called Total Least Square (TLS) [10], [12]:

[g⋆
TLS; b

⋆
TLS] = (XTX − σ2

T+1I)
−1XTy, (8)

where σT+1 is the smallest singular value of the expanded
sample matrix [X,y]. However, f is nonlinear for power
systems, the resulting MLE problem (6) is usually NP-hard
at a first look.

A. Variable Transformation for Nonlinearity

Define two matrices C,D ∈ Rm×n with elements

cij =|sij |
#
v2j − vui1vui2 cos (sij (θui1 − θui2))

$
, (9a)

dij = − |sij |vui1vui2 sin (sij (θui1 − θui2)) . (9b)

Then, pi and qi are linear to ci and di, e.g.,

pi =
m!

j=1

gjcji + bjdji = cTi g + dT
i b, (10a)

qi =
m!

j=1

gjdij − bjcji = dT
i g − cTi b, (10b)

where ci,di are the i-th column of C,D. Therefore, for each
time t, we have %yt = %XT

t [g; b], where yt = [pt; qt] is the
vector containing the real and reactive power injections at
time stamp t, and Xt = [[Ct, Dt]; [Dt,−Ct]]. If we define
y = [y1; · · · ;yT ] and X = [X1, · · · , XT ], the parameter
estimation problem (3) can be expressed as:

max
!yt,

!Xt,g,b

T!

t=1

logP (yt, Xt|%yt, %Xt), (11a)

subject to %yt = %XT
t [g; b], (11b)

or more compactly

max
!y, !X

logP (y, X|%y, %X), (12a)

subject to Rank
&'

%XT , %y
()

< 2m+ 1. (12b)

As shown in (8), (12) will have a closed-form solution if
noises associated with X are i.i.d. Gaussian. However, due
to the nonlinear variable transformation of Gaussian noises
in (9), the noises of X are no longer Gaussian. Therefore, we
decorrelate the noise to formulate the problem as a generalized
low-rank approximation problem.

B. Parameter Estimation via Generalized Low-Rank Approxi-
mation

The induced measurement error in cij is a function of the
measurement errors in v and θ:
ϵcij := cij − c⋆ij = sij(v

2
j − vui1vui2 cos(θui1 − θui2))

− sij(v
⋆
j
2 − v⋆

ui1
v⋆
ui2

cos(θ⋆
ui1

− θ⋆
ui2

)) = hij(φ, ϵφ),
(13)

where φ = [v;θ] represents a row vector containing voltage
magnitudes and phase angles. ϵφ is the associated measure-
ment error. Similarly, we can express ϵdij = lij(φ, ϵφ).

Since the noises are usually small quantities, we can use the
first order Taylor’s expansion for noise approximation, and if
we substitute the two expansion to (13), we can get the first-
order approximation of ϵcij as a function of φt and ϵφt

:

ϵcij = hij(φ)
T ϵφ +O(ϵ2), (14a)

ϵdij = lij(φ)
T ϵφ +O(ϵ2), (14b)

hij(φ) = ∇τ hij (φ, τ )|τ=0, lij(φ) = ∇τ lij (φ, τ )|τ=0.
After the linearization, the measurement errors ϵcij and ϵdij

are linear combinations of Gaussian random variables ϵφ.
Therefore, ϵcij and ϵdij are also Gaussian random variables.
With Gaussian noises over X , we can convert the log likeli-
hood (12a) into a matrix norm:

logP (y, X|%y, %X) = C −
***
+
XT ,y

,
−
'
%XT , %y

(***
2

Σ
,

where C is a constant normalization factor,

∥A∥Σ = vec(A)TΣvec(A), Σ = diag ([Σ1, · · · ,ΣT ]) ,

is the covariance matrix of the measurement error [XT ,y] −
[ %XT , %y] under the first order approximation, derived from (14).
Then, (12) becomes:

min
!X,!y

***
+
XT ,y

,
−
'
%XT , %y

(***
2

Σ
, (15a)

subject to Rank([ %XT , %y]) < 2m+ 1. (15b)

Note that ∥ · ∥Σ is a norm because it satisfies the definition
of (1) absolute scalability, (2) triangle inequality. With equiv-
alence of norms, we can use the Frobenius Norm results (8)
with a closed form solution and bounded performance. There-
fore, the ultimate optimization problem (15) can be solved
efficiently via a generalized SVD method.

C. Parameter Estimation without Strict PMU Requirement
When the number of available PMU measurements is re-

duced, we need to evaluate the impact and see if (15) is
still computable. Since the phase angle differences across
buses in distribution grids are much smaller than the phase
angle differences in transmission grids, a small error will
be introduced when we treat the phase angle zero. For ex-
ample, the element cij for computing the X in (15) will
introduce a small amount of error but cij is still computable
via cij = |sij |

#
v2j − vui1vui2 cos (sij (0 − θui2))

$
, when the

PMU measurement θui1 is unavailable. After computing X ,
the associated covariance matrix Σ could be derived from
Taylor’s expansion at a new position φ, where θui1 = 0.
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Fig. 2: Joint topology and parameter estimation illustration,
with error standard deviation 0.01 p.u.

In summary, because of the flexibility of our input error
modeling, we can accommodate one or more buses without
PMUs with acceptable information loss for parameter estima-
tion. Due to space limit, detailed analysis is omitted.

D. Topology Inference after Parameter Estimation
The proposed parameter estimation algorithm can be further

used to identify the topologies. This is because the line
conductance (g) and susceptance (b) are both 0 when the
two buses are disconnected. Therefore, after we obtain the
estimated parameters %g and %b, we can estimate the connectivity
of any branches based on whether the associated conductance
and susceptance is close to 0 or not. For example, if the
distribution grid is a radial network, the branch count is n−1,
and we can conduct a threshold-based method to identify all
branches with the n − 1 largest conductances.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Numerical Setup
We test our joint topology and line parameter estimation

approach on a variety of settings and real-world data sets. For
example, we use IEEE 8, 16, 32, 64, 96, 123-bus test feeders
which are extracted from the IEEE 123-bus system and 8500-
bus system. The voltage and phase angle data are from two
different feeder grids of Southern California Edison (SCE).
Subsequently, the actual voltage and phase angle measurement
data from SCE are used to generate the power injection data at
each bus on standard IEEE test grids. Gaussian measurement
noises are then added to all measurements for the standard
IEEE test grids. The SCE data set’s period is from January
1, 2015, to December 31, 2015. Simulation results are similar
for different test feeders. For illustration purpose, we use the
8-bus system for performance demonstration.

B. Joint Topology and Line Parameter Estimation
For an 8-bus system, there are 28 potential connections,

represented in the x-axis of Fig. 2. Since the IEEE 8-bus
distribution grid has a radial structure, there are 7 actual con-
nections. For each potential connection, our joint topology and
line parameter estimator will provide a parameter estimation,
shown in the y-axis. As there is no noise in the setup, we
observe a perfect match between the estimated line parameters
%g and the underlying true value g⋆. When there is noise in both
input (θ, v) measurements and output (p, q) measurements,
Fig. 2 illustrates the estimation accuracy. In addition to the

Fig. 3: Joint estimation for an 8-bus feeder in Bakersfield, CA.

accurate line parameter estimation, a simple threshold in light
blue shades can detect the topology perfectly, leading to highly
accurate joint topology and line parameter estimation. Obvi-
ously, our error-in-variables (EIV) model successfully captures
these noises, leading to the perfect topology identification and
accurate line parameter estimation.

C. Demo Illustration
To show the application of the estimation accuracy from

above, we test an 8-bus feeder in Bakersfield, CA with a real
data set. The feeder topology, line parameters, actual input
and output data are from SCE’s distribution grid SCADA
system. We further add measurement errors to all variables.
Fig. 3 shows a real-time online dashboard with our integrated
algorithm running in the back end. The left panel shows the
actual topology and the line conductances in orange. The right
panel shows the estimated topology and line parameters in
blue. Fig. 3 shows that the topology is reconstructed with 0%
error, and the estimated line parameters have a relative error
of merely 1%.

D. Statistical Validation in Error Domain
To summarize different testing results, we look into the

statistics in error domain. As shown in Fig. 2, when line
parameters are estimated accurately, the topology error is
small. Therefore, we focus on the statistical summary of
line parameter estimation in Fig. 4. For comparison, the
performance of the linear regression is plotted in blue. For each
error level on the x-axis of Fig. 4, we test the two approaches
on 30 different historical data sets with 100 historical data
points. The proposed method always has a smaller error than
the regression method. The associated error bars indicate that
when there is no measurement error, the performances of
both methods are good. However, with the existence of the
measurement errors on both input and output, the proposed
method performs much better than the regression approach,
showing the robustness of the proposed method.

E. Statistical Validation with Different Training Sample Size
After statistical validation with fixed historical data, we

also test our proposed approach with different lengths of
training data. This is because the system operators need to
know how much data storage is needed for accurate joint
topology and line parameter estimation. Fig. 5 shows the mean
squared errors (MSEs) of the proposed approach and the linear
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Fig. 5: Performances v.s. training sample size.

regression method versus different numbers of training points.
For each fixed number of training points, the two methods are
tested over 30 different training sets to show the boxplot which
displays the median, the first, and the third quartile of the 30
MSEs. Fig. 5 shows that the accuracy of the proposed approach
increases when the number of training points increases but less
than 400 points. At 400 points, the accuracy reaches its limit.
However, the proposed method always works better than the
linear regression no matter how many training points are.

F. Performance on Large-Scale Test Sets
Besides the illustration on IEEE 8-bus system, we also test

the performance on IEEE 123-bus test case and IEEE 8500-
bus test case. Their performances are similar. Due to the space
limit, we use Fig. 6 to illustrate the performance as it is for
IEEE 8500-bus case, which is a larger system. Mathematically,
the singular value decomposition (SVD) process of a matrix
is the key step. The computational need scales with the
size in the scale of [(# of buses) × (# of measurements)] ×
(# of branches). There are many results in solving SVD for
large scale matrices [13]. They help us to have a fast and
approximate solution of large scale SVD. With these aids, we
focus on formulating the line parameter estimation with the
consideration of all measurement errors, as well as providing
a practical solution. We tested the IEEE 8500-bus case with
normalized line parameters in the same scale of what we used
in the paper. To test the limit of the proposed method, we
decrease the training data. As we can see, the EIV model
over regression model is very robust even when the training
data is decreased. One can easily have further performance
improvements by increasing the training data and introducing
more advanced and efficient SVD computation approaches.

V. CONCLUSION

Detailed system information such as grid topology and line
parameters are usually missing or unavailable in distribution
grids. This impedes the monitoring, control, and operational

Fig. 6: Performances v.s. noise level on IEEE 8500-bus test.

planning for deep DER integration. We propose to extend the
existing sensor capability (smart meters, µPMUs, and inverter
sensors) by using their measurement data for joint topology
and line parameters estimation. Different from other methods
which consider either input-output measurement error model
or the nonlinear power flow equation, we consider them both.
By using the interaction between noises and nonlinear power
flow equations in parameter estimation, we build an error-in-
variables model in an MLE problem for joint topology and line
parameter estimation. With variable transformation and noises
decorrelation, we successfully convert the NP-hard problem
to a generalized low-rank approximation problem with a
closed form solution. Notably, our proposed approach does
not require line measurements, making it robust in distribution
grids with a high topology uncertainty. Numerical results on
IEEE test cases and real data set show the superior and robust
performance of our proposed method.
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